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1 Introduction

Infrastructure security: the security that protects the underlying computing infrastructure, from the physical
layer, all the way up to the software that runs application software (e.g. VMs, hypervisors, kernels), as well
as securing communication between services.

1.1 Why would Google publish this document?

This document describes their security infrastructure, and potentially exposes any design flaws to the entire
public. However, it is not safe to rely on security by obscurity – it’s nearly possible to achieve, and security
problems require changing high-level design components (which is significantly more expensive than changing
keys).

Additionally, the document leaves out many details. Furthermore, Google is a cloud services company, and
relies on their extremely large user base (including regular users and users who directly use their cloud
services infrastructure) trusting Google’s security. This document may help to convince users that Google
is diligent towards security, which serves Google’s commercial interests.

2 Threat Model and Goals

Anything could potentially be malicious: compromised hardware, compromised services, malicious users,
insecure network, and malicious insiders (e.g. cloud employees).

Infrastructure security tends to still rely on traditional security principles (versus decentralized security):
rely on a trusted base, and build from there. Decentralized security is too difficult and impractical for
complex systems.

2.1 Physical and Low-Level Infrastructure

• Protection from physical attackers, who may steal disks, or replace, tamper with, and destroy
hardware

• Protection from malicious hardware or firmware
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2.2 Service-Level and Higher

• Malicious or malfunctioning services should not negatively impact other services (service isolation)

• The integrity of a service’s software should be verified

• Services should be able to communicate securely

• Services should only access the correct data for the correct users (access control)

• Data should be stored security, including encryption at rest

• Data should be deleted securely (disks should be wiped and destroyed, metadata should be located
and deleted)

3 How does Google...

...protect against physical attackers? Google uses biometric authentication, metal detectors, cameras,
and laser-based intrusion detection systems in their data centers. Data is encrypted at rest.

...trust machines in their data centers? Google designs their own hardware, and has trusted and vetted
vendors building it.

...enable services to verify that a remote machine is a Google machine running Google software
(the secure boot problem)? Google has a custom “security chip” (like a hardware enclave) that measures
the low-level software loaded onto the machine (BIOS, bootloader, hypervisor, kernel, base OS) and produces
a hash. The hash is signed with a private key kept only inside the chip. Google has records of all of the public
keys, and thus is able to verify the authenticity of the signed hash (and check that the hash corresponds to
a valid hardware and software configuration).

...handle secure service deployment? No trust is assumed between services. Services use two-way
(double authenticated, where both sides must have a valid certificate) TLS for RPC. Services are isolated
from each other (multiple services may run on the same physical hardware) via virtual machines, Unix
permissions, containers, and sandboxes.

This is traditional security! Google is trusting the hypervisor for the virtual machines, container software,
etc. Why is this okay? Google only needs to audit the hypervisor (and other types of system software),
which changes far less frequently compared to the wide range of service software – this reduces the trusted
computing base. Because of secure boot, Google knows the correct, audited versions of the software are
running on the machines.

Although communication between services is end-to-end encrypted, traditional centralized security is used
in addition to help prevent denial-of-service attacks, destruction of data, and leaking data through metadata
(such as file sizes, sources and destinations of communication, times of arrival, etc.)

...ensure services are only accessing the correct data to serve user requests? More broadly, how
does Google handle access control? Two main approaches:

1. Centralized ACLs: for each object, list the subjects who can access it. Example: Unix filesystem
permissions.

2. Decentralized Capabilities: for each subject, list what objects it can access. Implemented as file descrip-
tors, cryptographic tokens, or objects in a programming language. Capabilities have the advantage
of being decentralized with less central overhead, but make it difficult to answer the question “who
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has access to this object?” (all capabilities in existence need to be enumerated, which is hard if not
impossible), and make it difficult to revoke access to an object (so they usually have an expiration date
and must be renewed).

...handle employee authentication? Google requires stricter authentication for employees, like U2F
hardware tokens for two-factor authentication (for example, YubiKeys). Google gives everyone access only
to exactly what they need to do their job. Access to resources is logged and audited. Access to internal
systems and services is permitted oly from Google owned and managed devices, via certificates.

In summary, Google infrastructure relies on many layers of security, provided via systems and protocols
that Google itself designs and implements.

4 Presentation: BeyondCorp

4.1 Motivation

Companies tend to have internal/corporate/enterprise networks: a internal network with internal services
(such as a wiki, or employee database). Employees should be able to access the internal services, and
non-employees should not.

The traditional approach for enterprise network security involves having a trusted internal network from
which all services can be accessed, and a firewall (with pre-defined and generally static rules) between the
internal network and the public internet preventing hosts from outside the corporate network from accessing
the internal services (or strictly limiting access to certain “public” services). Employees can access the
corporate network from the public internet by using VPN software, providing a secure tunnel into the
network (based on a shared secret). This is known as the “perimeter model”.

Figure 1: Perimeter Model

Google has determined that, at least for its own internal network, this is the wrong security model. Firewalls
are difficult to set up and maintain, and tend to be rather inflexible. This model is vulnerable to phishing
attacks, and software vulnerabilities such as SQL injection. Additionally, employees are increasingly mobile,
and VPNs are harder to use for mobile users, and tend to negatively impact performance. Based on the
flaws it has identified with the traditional perimeter model, Google has developed an alternative approach to
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corporate network security, which it calls BeyondCorp. BeyondCorp is a zero trust network that assumes
the internal network is unsafe. It allows access to resources dependent on users, devices, and credentials.
It’s easier to use for employees, and the security and protection it provides is more fine-grained and flexible
than the traditional approach. Additionally, the zero trust model provides protection from internal attackers
(and internal attackers are not treated differently from external attackers).

4.2 Design

4.2.1 Device Identification

Internal applications are only accessible to company-managed devices. Information about devices (hardware
information, operating system version, installed software, ownership, metadata, etc.) is kept in a central
database. Each managed device is issued unique certificates, which are stored on the device in secure certifi-
cate stores (such as a Trusted Platform Module, a type of hardware enclave with integrated cryptographic
hardware and keys).

This helps Google to audit devices and ensure they are receiving and installing operating system updates.
The database is kept updated, and device certificates work on “leases” – they periodically expire, and the
device needs to be physically audited again to receive a new certificate.

4.2.2 User Identification

Users and user groups are stored in a centralized database, tightly integrated with the HR system (providing
benefits such as easy onboarding and quick revocation of access rights for terminated employees).

User credentials (and multi-factor authentication) are authenticated via an external single sign-on (SSO)
server that issues short-lived authentication tokens.

4.2.3 Trust Inference

The “level of trust” (a Google-specific term left vague) for a user/device pair can vary over time. BeyondCorp
is able to infer a dynamic level of trust using multiple internal data sources.

Speculation: the “level of trust” may have something to do with device software versions (perhaps only
devices with fully up-to-date operating systems may be used to access certain types of internal services,
resources, or actions). The level of trust may also have to do with where a device is connecting from: for
example, if a US-based employee is suddenly trying to access internal services from a country on the opposite
side of the world, access may be restricted.

BeyondCorp likely only uses heuristics to “down-level” trust – trust inference would surely never be used to
give a user/device pair higher levels of access to resources than it would otherwise have.

4.3 Implementation

4.3.1 Access Control Engine (ACE)

The ACE is an interal system that takes in all of the information about a user (employee) request (device
information, user information, certificate, inferred level of trust, what type of action is being performed and
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on which resource) and makes a binary decision to allow or disallow the request. That is, it answers the
question “Does this user have access to this specific resource at this time via this request?”

This is configured separately by each application. For example, an internal bug tracker might only allow full
access to full-time engineers on engineering-managed devices. Part-time engineers might be allowed to view
specific bugs, but not search or edit them, and non-engineers may not be allowed to access the bug tracker
at all.

4.3.2 Access Proxy

All internal applications are exposed to users exclusively via the secure access proxy. Applications accept
traffic only from the proxy, which enforces encryption between the client and the application. TLS is
terminated at the access proxy (and then reencrypted for communication to the internal app). Even from
within the internal Google network, access to internal apps happens only through the proxy.

This differs from an application-level firewall in that it is more flexible: a firewall mediates coarse access to
a network, while the access proxy mediates finer-grained access to specific applications.

The access proxy also provides load balancing, access control, health checks, and DDoS mitigation. This
provides a number of organizational benefits, at the cost of having the access proxy as a single point of
attack.

Figure 2: BeyondCorp Model

4.4 Example: Code Review

4.4.1 Deployment

1. Write the application

2. Deploy to internal application servers

3. Configure access proxy and ACE with appropriate permissions
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4. Set up a DNS entry (mapping codereview.corp.google.com → access proxy)

4.4.2 Accessing

See Figure 2 for an illustration.

1. User looks up the application hostname (receiving the access proxy address)

2. User connects to the access proxy and sends device certificate. Access proxy does not recognize the
user and redirects to SSO system.

3. User sends authentication information (username, password, 2FA) to SSO, receives short-lived SSO
token, and is redirected back to the access proxy

4. User sends the device certificate (again) and the SSO token to the access proxy

5. Access proxy sends information about the request, device, and user to the Access Control Engine
(ACE). This happens on every request.

6. ACE checks the user credentials, device software, trust inference, etc.

7. Assuming all of the checks pass, the request is forwarded to the backend service.

5 Potential Attacks

• MITM between the device and the access proxy. Doesn’t work, because the connection uses
2-way TLS.

• MITM between the proxy and the internal app. Again, 2-way TLS is used so this will fail.

• Non-Google device with user credentials. Not allowed, the device can’t provide a valid device
certificate.

• Google device without user credentials. Not allowed, the user can’t get an SSO token.

• Google device with user credentials. Not allowed if 2FA or trust inference can stop the attack.
But in general, this type of attack will succeed.

5.1 Summary

5.1.1 High-Level Security Guarantees

• Only Google-managed devices may access internal applications

• Only authorized employees may access internal applications

• Traffic is encrypted between clients and applications

• Devices can be required to patch their software periodically
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5.1.2 Additional Notes

The main disadvantage with this model as compared to the perimeter security model is the difficulty of
implementation. This system is complex, and requires a lot of custom software and configuration. The
access proxy in particular needs to be designed very carefully: it’s a single point of attack on the entire
system.

The BeyondCorp also restricts employees to using company-managed devices only. However, in the perimeter
security model, the VPN client software is generally installed only on managed devices anyway.

This model could be extended to secure outbound traffic as well (and prevent data exfiltration): send
outbound traffic back through the access proxy as well, and do packet inspection.
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